We look at methods to select triples (M, ω, J) consisting of a symplectic manifold (M, ω) endowed with a compatible positive almost complex structure J, in terms of the Nijenhuis tensor N J associated to J. We study in particular the image distribution Im N J .
Introduction
On a smooth symplectic manifold (M, ω) (whose dimension will be denoted 2n in this paper), an almost complex structure J (i.e. a smooth field of endomorphisms of the tangent bundle whose square is equal to minus the identity) is said to be compatible with ω if the tensor g J defined by g J (X, Y ) := ω(X, JY ) is symmetric, hence yields an associated pseudo-Riemannian metric. A compatible almost complex structure is said to be positive when the associated metric g J is Riemannian. It is well known that on any symplectic manifold, there exist positive compatible almost complex structures and that the space J (M, ω) of those structures is an infinite dimensional contractible Fréchet space. This contractibility shows that the Chern classes of a symplectic manifold c k (M, ω) := c k (T M, J) ∈ H 2k deRham (M; R) are well defined. The choice of a generic J in this space allowed Gromov and Floer to define the notion of pseudo-holomorphic curves and their generalisations which are essential tools in the study of symplectic invariants and symplectic topology. Here, instead of dealing with generic J's, we review methods to select particular J's on a given symplectic manifold or more precisely to select triples (M, ω, J) with (M, ω) symplectic and J a positive compatible almost complex structure. Such a triple is equivalent to the data of an almost Kähler manifold (M, g, J), i.e. an almost Hermitian manifold (which is a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with an almost complex structure J which is compatible in the sense that the tensor ω defined by ω(X, Y ) = g(JX, Y ) is skewsymmetric), with the extra condition that dω = 0.
An almost complex structure J on a manifold M is said to be integrable if it is induced by a complex structure on M; this means that one can locally define complex coordinates on M and that the changes of coordinates are holomorphic; the associated almost complex structure is then given by J ∂ ∂x k = ∂ ∂y k if x k and y k are the real and imaginary part of the local complex coordinates {z k = x k + iy k | k = 1, . . . , n}. The Newlander-Nirenberg theorem asserts that an almost complex structure J on a manifold M is integrable if and only if its Nijenhuis tensor N J vanishes identically. Recall that the Nijenhuis tensor (also called Nijenhuis torsion) associated to an almost complex structure J is the tensor of type (1, 2) A first natural selection principle for triples (M, ω, J) is to ask that N J = 0, hence to look at the class of manifolds which are both symplectic and complex, with compatibility conditions between these two structures; the triple (M, ω, J) satisfies N J = 0 if and only if the manifold (M, g J , J) is Kähler, i.e. the covariant derivative of J, with respect to the Levi Civita connection associated to the metric g J , vanishes. Indeed, if (M, g, J) is an almost Hermitian manifold and if ∇ g denotes the Levi Civita connection associated to the metric g, one has: Kähler manifolds form a very important class of symplectic manifolds. However there are many symplectic manifolds which do not admit a Kähler structure. A first compact example was given by Thurston in 1976, on the nilmanifold M = Γ\G where G is the 4-dimensional nilpotent group G = R 4 = R × H 3 , with multiplication defined by (a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ) · (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) = (a 1 + x 1 , a 2 + x 2 + b 1 y 2 , b 1 + y 1 , b 2 + y 2 ), and Γ = Z 4 . The group G is endowed with the left invariant symplectic structure ω = dx 1 ∧dy 1 +dx 2 ∧dy 2 , and the symplectic structure on M is the one lifting toω on G. We shall construct other examples of such compact nilmanifolds, which are quotients of nilpotent Lie groups by lattices (i.e. discrete subgroups acting cocompactly).
To get ways of selecting some geometrical data -here triples (M, ω, J) -we consider the three following interrelated methods: -decompose into irreducible components tensors associated to the data and impose conditions on some of those components; -consider functionals defined from the geometrical input and look for extrema of those functionals; -define distributions associated to the data and impose conditions on those. In this paper, we apply those three approaches, using the Nijenhuis tensor N J .
A possible method to select triples (M, ω, J) would be to ask for the annihilation of some components of the Nijenhuis tensor. However the space of tensors having the symmetries of the Nijenhuis tensor at a given point x ∈ M is irreducible under the action of the unitary group viewed as Gl(T x M, ω x , J x ) := Sp(V, Ω) ∩ Gl(V, j), the group of linear transformations of the tangent space at that point, T x M, preserving the symplectic 2-form ω x and the almost complex structure J x at that point. We include a proof of this result in section 1. Hence, the only meaningful linear condition one can impose to the Nijenhuis tensor is to vanish identically. This method thus leads only to Kähler manifolds. Observe , from equation (0.2), that the data of ∇ g J J is equivalent to the data of N J . The irreducibility of N J shows in particular that there is no notion of nearly Kähler symplectic manifold; recall that an almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is said to be nearly Kähler when (∇ g X J) X = 0; if dω = 0, nearly Kähler implies Kähler.
Other tensors can be associated to our data (M, ω, J) via the use of a connection. Natural connections, related tensors and some conditions on those which have been studied are reviewed in section 2.
Blair and Ianus introduced in 1986 [3] a variational principle based on a functional defined on the space J (M, ω) of positive compatible almost complex structures on a compact symplectic manifold (M, ω), with the functional defined in terms of the Nijenhuis tensor. It associates to a J ∈ J (M, ω) the integral of the square of the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor N J :
where the norm on tensors is defined using the metric g J . Since N J is irreducible under the action of the unitary group, all catenations of this tensor (using g J , ω and their inverses) vanish; there is no linear function of N J (involving such catenations) which is invariant under the action of the unitary group.
To construct a functional involving N J , the simplest is thus to integrate a polynomial of degree 2 in N J involving catenations (using g J , ω and their inverses). A straightforward calculation shows that up to a constant, there is only one such expression and it is the square of the norm of N J . This functional was studied in 2012 by J.D. Evans in [7] ; he showed that the infimum of this functional is zero, even when there is no Kähler structure, as soon as
, with its symplectic structure as described above, admits the 1-parameter family of positive compatible almost complex structures induced by left invariant almost complex strutures J (α) , for α > 0 on R × H 3 , whose matrix at the point p = (x 1 ,
Since the square of the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor is the constant function equal to N J (α) 2
= 8α, this example shows that a functional given by integrating any positive power of the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor would have the same defect.
Some other variational principles which have been considered are reviewed in section 3.
Given a triple (M, ω, J), we define the image distribution on M, denoted Im N J , whose value (Im N J ) x at a point x ∈ M is the subspace of the tangent space T
, this distribution is stable by J, hence symplectic. We also consider the distribution (Im N J ) ⊥ which associates to a point x the orthogonal complement (which coincides whether it is relative to ω x or to g Jx ) of (Im N J ) x . We prove in section 4 that for any 4-dimensional manifold, the dimension at any point x of (Im N J ) x is equal to 0 or 2. In any other dimension 2n, n > 2, we give examples of triples (M, ω, J) for which the dimension of (Im N J ) x is constant and can take any even value between 0 and 2n. Furthermore, all possible cases of involutivity or non involutivity for the distributions Im N J and for (Im N J ) ⊥ arise independently. The examples we give are symplectic groups (i.e. Lie groups which carry a left invariant symplectic structure) with left invariant positive compatible almost complex structures; they are described in Maxime Gérard's thesis [8] .
We say that J is maximally non integrable if Im N J is the whole tangent bundle. We prove in section 5 that a triple (M, ω, J), for which the image distribution is parallel with respect to the Levi Civita connection, is necessarily locally the product of a Kähler manifold (M 1 , ω 1 , J 1 ) and a (M 2 , ω 2 , J 2 ) such that J 2 is maximally non integrable.
If the covariant derivative of the Nijenhuis tensor with respect to the Levi Civita connection vanishes, it clearly implies that the image distribution is parallel. We prove the stronger result that given a triple (M, ω, J), then ∇ g J N J = 0 implies N J = 0. Section 6 presents the two natural almost complex structures J ± on the twistor space T over the hyperbolic space H 2n . This twistor space can be viewed as an adjoint orbit in the semisimple Lie algebra so(1, 2n), and thus carries a Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure ω . Both J ± are compatible with ω, J − is not integrable and is positive, whereas J + is integrable but is not positive. We show that J − is maximally non integrable.
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Decomposition of the Nijenhuis tensor
For any almost complex structure J, one has
and if J is compatible with a symplectic structure ω,
denotes the sum over cyclic permutations of X, Y and Z. Indeed
As mentioned earlier, a first idea to select some positive compatible almost complex structures on a symplectic manifold would be to try to annihilate some components of the corresponding N J ; for this to have a meaning, the set of components should be invariant under the natural pointwise action of the unitary group. This however is not possible (beyond the Kähler case, where one asks for the vanishing of the whole tensor N J ) since one has the following irreducibility property.
is irreducible under the action of the unitary group Sp(V, Ω) ∩ Gl(V, j).
Proof. Denote by W the space V viewed as a complex vector space of dimension n, where the multiplication of a vector X by i is given by jX. Denote by h the hermitian product on W defined by h(X, Y ) :
The space N of all C-linear map ⊗ 3 W → C with the above symmetries, is in bijection with N (V, Ω, j); it is also the kernel of the map a : Λ 2 W * ⊗ W * → Λ 3 W * defined by skewsymmetrization. Using Koszul long exact sequence, whose maps are given by skewsymmetrization,
To prove that the real vector space N (V, Ω, j) is irreducible under the action of 
where the V i 's are inequivalent irreducible representations of Gl(W, C) and the W i 's are inequivalent representations of S k . There exist exactly 3 inequivalent representations of S 3 , namely the trivial one on C, the one on C given by the signature and the 2-dimensional representation corresponding to the action of S 3 on the space of vectors in C 3 which are orthogonal to (1, 1, 1) . Hence the splitting of ⊗ 3 W reads 
2 Connections associated to a triple (M ω, J)
To select classes of triples (M, ω, J) via the use of associated tensors, a natural way is to choose a connection associated to the triple and look at its curvature. We consider here the three most natural connections associated to a triple.
The Levi Civita connection ∇ g J is the canonical connection associated to the metric g J ; it is characterized by the fact that it is torsion free and ∇ g J g J = 0. Remark that equation (0.2) yields
so that the data of ∇ g J X J is equivalent to the data of N J . In particular, the space of such tensors at a point is irreducible under the action of the unitary group.
The curvature tensor R g J of the Levi Civita connection can be decomposed into ten irreducible pieces under the action of the unitary group (Tricerri and Vanhecke [14] ). The equation Ric g J (JX, JY ) = Ric g J (X, Y ) appears in a variational problem (see section 3). Let us remark that neither ω nor J are parallel with respect to ∇ g J unless (M, ω, J) is Kähler.
Any torsion free connection ∇ on a symplectic manifold projects in a canonical way on a symplectic connection ∇ ′ (i.e. a torsion free connection for which the symplectic form is parallel) defined by ∇ ′
The curvature tensor of such a connection splits, under the action of the symplectic group, into two irreducible components (Vaisman [15] ). Its decomposition under the unitary group has not been achieved. Remark that J is not parallel with respect to ∇ s unless (M, ω, J) is Kähler.
A third natural connection associated to (M, ω, J) is the Chern connection defined by
it is the unique linear connection ∇ on M such that ∇ω = 0, ∇J = 0 and such that its torsion is given by
. Torsion is unavoidable when the almost complex structure is not integrable : for any connection ∇ ′ with ∇ ′ J = 0 one has
The curvature R C of this connection is a natural tensor associated to the data as well as tensors obtained by contractions of this curvature, in particular the Chern Ricci form
where Tr R denotes the real trace and where Tr C denotes the complex trace of the endomorphism viewed as complex linear on the n dimensional complex vector space (T M, J). The Hermitian scalar curvature s C = s C(ω,J) is defined by
Of course, all these can be expressed in terms of the Riemannian curvature R g J and the Nijenhuis tensor N J . One has s C = s g J + 2 N J 2 g J , where, again, the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor is the norm on tensors defined by extending the norm on T M defined by g J . The Chern Ricci form is 2i times the curvature of the Hermitian connection induced by ∇ C on the Hermitian complex line bundle Λ n (T 1,0 V. Apostolov et T. Draghici [2] have considered the condition on a positive compatible almost complex structure on a symplectic manifold (M, ω) that its Chern Ricci form ChRic be proportional to ω. Della Vedova called these J's special and studied in [5] triples (M, ω, J) with J special in a homogeneous context. Further studies by Alekseevsky and Podestà appear in [1] .
Variational principles
In the introduction, we reviewed the variational principle built on the space J (M, ω) of positive compatible almost complex structures on a symplectic manifold (M, ω) by integrating the square of the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor. We also mentioned that the square of the norm was the only invariant polynomial of degree ≤ 2 in N J .
Other variational principles on the space J (M, ω) have been defined using invariant built from the curvature of a natural connection.
D. Blair and S. Ianus [3] studied the functional F 1 which associates to a J ∈ J (M, ω) the integral of the scalar curvature s g J of the Levi Civita connection associated to the metric g J : 
Dimension and involutivity of distributions associated to N J
We now look at properties of distributions associated to a triple (M, ω, J).
Definition 4.1. The Image distribution associated to an almost complex structure
Observe that (Im N J ) x is invariant under J x ; when J is compatible with a symplectic structure ω and positive, (Im N J ) x is thus a symplectic subspace of T x M, ; one denotes by (Im N J ) ⊥ x its ω x -orthogonal complement (which coincides with its orthogonal complement relative to g J )and by (Im N J ) ⊥ the corresponding distribution. The Kernel distribution associated to J is
In general, those distributions do not have constant rank. Property 1.2 implies
Recall that any almost complex structure J on a 2-dimensional manifold is integrable. Proof. Given any non vanishing X ∈ T x M and any Y ∈ T x M, not belonging to Span{X, J x X}, using property 1.1 and the fact that
Remark that if J is compatible with a symplectic structure ω, and if X, Y are in (Im N J ) ⊥ x then, by property 1.2, N J (X, Y ) = 0. Hence, for such a J : A symplectic group is a Lie group G equipped with a left invariant symplectic structure ω; this is equivalent to the data of a non-degenerate 2-cocycle Ω on the Lie algebra g of G, i.e. a non degenerate skewsymmetric bilinear map Ω :
A left invariant compatible positive almost complex structure J on the group G then corresponds to a linear map j : g → g such that Ω(jX, jY ) = Ω(X, Y ) and Ω(X, jX) > 0 for any X = 0; we call such a map a positive compatible j.
A review about symplectic groups is given in [13] . A nice way to produce a compact symplectic manifold is to look at the quotient of a symplectic group by a lattice (a discrete subgroup acting cocompactly). Malcev's criterion says that a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admits a lattice if and only if its Lie algebra admits a basis with rational structure constants.
Examples of symplectic Lie algebras (g, Ω) of dim 4 and compatible positive j's, with corresponding left invariant distributions Im N J involutive or not and independently (Im N J ) ⊥ involutive or not, are given below. We assume in all cases to have a basis of g given by
We describe now four symplectic algebras by giving the non vanishing Lie brackets of the basis elements:
Remark that the Lie algebras in examples 1 and 2 are nilpotent and the structure constants in the given basis are integers; they are solvable in examples 3 and 4.
We give an example of a nilpotent symplectic Lie algebra g of dimension 6 with a compatible positive j such that Im N J is of dimension 6. Let
) and the only non vanishing brackets of the Lie algebra are given by:
Remark that the structure constants in the given basis are integer numbers, so Malcev's criterion applies and there exists a cocompact lattice in g.
To construct symplectic groups with invariant J's, with Im N J involutive or not (of any possible dimension) and independently (Im N J ) ⊥ involutive or not, we proceed now by induction at the level of Lie algebras. We use constructions (which are particular cases of constructions given by Medina and Revoy in [12] ) to build, from a symplectic Lie algebra (g, Ω) of dimension 2m, with a positive compatible j, and with g non perfect (i.e. the derived algebra [g, g] not equal to g) a new non perfect symplectic Lie algebra of dimension 2m + 2 and a positive compatible almost complex structure on this new algebra, not changing involutivity properties of the corresponding Im N J and (Im N J ) ⊥ .
The first construction increases the dimension of (Im N J ) ⊥ ; at the level of groups, it is just the direct product with the 2-dimensional Kählerian group ; at the level of algebras:
The second construction increases the dimension of Im N J : at the level of algebras, as vector spaces it is again a direct sum with (R 2 , Ω std , j std ) but the definition of the new brackets involves the choice of a non zero character ξ : g → R of the Lie algebra g (which exists since g is non perfect). Precisely
with brackets in g ′ given by Hence Im N J ′ = Im N J + Rc + Rd, and (Im N J ′ ) ⊥ = (Im N J ) ⊥ ⊂ g.
We have thus proven Proposition 4.4. In any dimension 2n (n ≥ 2), and for any k ≤ n (assuming k < n if n = 2), there exists a symplectic Lie group of dimension 2n with a positive invariant compatible almost complex structure J such that the distribution dim Im N J has constant rank equal to 2k and such that the two distributions Im N J , (Im N J ) ⊥ have any of the four involutivity properties possible (both involutive, or both non involutive, or one involutive and the other not) when 0 < k < n.
Remark that in both constructions, starting from a nilpotent Lie algebra, we get a new nilpotent Lie algebra. In view of Malcev's criterion, this immediately leads to Proposition 4.5. In any dimension 2n (n ≥ 2), and for any k ≤ n (assuming k < n if n = 2), there exists a compact symplectic nilmanifold of dimension 2n with a positive compatible almost complex structure J such that the distribution dim Im N J has constant rank equal to 2k and such that the two distributions Im N J , (Im N J ) ⊥ are either both involutive, either both non involutive (this possibility of course only when 0 < k < n).
Definition 4.6. We say that an almost complex structure is maximally non integrable if the image of its Nijenhuis tensor is the whole tangent space at every point.
Remark that this is an open condition in the space of compatible almost complex structures. From the above, a compatible almost complex structure on a symplectic manifold of dimension 4 is never maximally non integrable, but there are examples of invariant almost complex structures on symplectic groups which are maximally non integrable in any dimension ≥ 6. Definition 5.2. Given a compatible almost complex structure J on a symplectic manifold (M, ω), we shall say that it has almost parallel Nijenhuis tensor if the image distribution of the Nijenhuis tensor, Im N J , is parallel with respect to the Levi Civita connection associated to the metric g J . Remark that this is the case if and only if (Im N J ) ⊥ is parallel; the Levi Civita connection being torsionless, it implies that both those distributions are involutive.
Recall that an almost complex structure is maximally non integrable if the image of its Nijenhuis tensor is the whole tangent space at every point. locally a product of a Kälher manifold and a symplectic manifold with a compatible almost complex structure which is maximally non integrable. When the manifold M is connected, simply connected, and the connection is complete, we have globally
with (M 1 , ω 1 , J 1 ) Kähler and J 2 maximally non integrable.
Proof. Given a J on (M, ω) which has almost parallel Nijenhuis tensor, the Riemannian manifold (M, g J ) is endowed with two parallel orthogonal, supplementary involutive distributions,
The result then follows from de Rham's theorem [11] .
Remark that parallelism of the Nijenhuis tensor with respect to the Levi Civita connection (i.e. ∇ g J N J = 0) implies almost parallel Nijenhuis tensor, but in fact one has the following stronger property.
Proposition 5.4. Given a positive compatible almost complex structure J on a symplectic manifold (M, ω), if the Nijenhuis tensor N J is parallel for the Levi Civita connection associated to g j , then J is integrable (i.e. ∇ g J N J = 0 ⇐⇒ N J = 0).
hence ∇ g J X J = 0 and so N J = 0.
Twistor space on the hyperbolic spaces
We consider the manifold T which is the twistor space over the 2n-dimensional hyperbolic space 
x i y i = 0}, and the element A ∈ SO 0 (1, 2n) is identified with the frameÃ := A| R 2n : R 2n → T x H 2n at the point x := Ae 0 .
The group SO 0 (1, 2n) acts on T : for j ∈ End(T x H 2n ), A · j := A • j • A −1 ∈ End(T Ax H 2n ); this action is transitive and we have
Let us denote by π 1 : F = SO 0 (1, 2n) → T = SO 0 (1, 2n)/U(n) the natural projection. The base point t 0 := π 1 (Id) represents the almost complex structure on T e 0 H 2n = R 2n given by j 0 . The tangent space T t 0 T is given by It is a SO 0 (1, 2n)-left invariant decomposition which at the base point is given by
The twistor space can be viewed as the orbit of j ′ 0 := 0 0 0 j 0 ∈ so(1, 2n) under the adjoint action; as such it carries the left invariant Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure ω given at the base point by:
As a twistor space, it carries two natural almost complex structures J ± ; those are the left invariant structures given on the T t 0 T by
Observe that they are both compatible with ω and that J − is positive whereas J + is not.
Let M be a G-homogeneous manifold endowed with a G-invariant symplectic form ω and a G-invariant compatible almost complex structure J. We denote by A * the fundamental vector field on M defined by an element A ∈ g (i.e. A * x = d dt exp −tA · x| t=0 ), we choose a base point x 0 , and we choose a linear map Proof. The metric g J associated to ω and J is G-invariant, hence L A * g = 0 and the Levi Civita connetion ∇ = ∇ g J is given by
Using the fact that ∇ has no torsion, the Nijenhuis tensor is given by
Hence, using the invariance of J:
so that, at the base point x 0 , one has In [5] the compatible almost complex structure is supposed to be positive to have a reductive homogeneous space. Proposition 6.2. For the twistor space T over the 2n-dimensional hyperbolic space, endowed with its Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic form, the almost complex structures J + is compatible and integrable, but not positive, and the almost complex structure J − is positive, compatible, and maximally non integrable.
Proof. It remains to show that N J + = 0 and that Im N J − t = T t T . We choose a base point x 0 = t 0 = π 1 (Id). By invariance under the action of G = SO 0 (1, 2n), it is enough to prove the properties for N J ± t 0 . Observe that π 1 * Id A = −A * t 0 for any A ∈ g = so (1, 2n) . This Lie algebra splits as so(1, 2n) = u(n) ⊕ q ⊕ p and A * t 0 = 0 iff A ∈ u(n) = A ∈ so(1, 2n) | A = 0 0 0 B with B ∈ so(2n) and Bj 0 = j 0 B .
We can choose the map J ± 0 : g → g such that J t 0 A * = (J 0 A) * t 0 given by
Using Lemma 6.1 and equation (6.6), the image of N J ± t 0 is the space of fundamental vector fields at t 0 corresponding to the image of N J ± 0 . It is thus enough to compute 2n) . If Bj 0 = −ǫ B j 0 B and Cj 0 = −ǫ C j 0 C with ǫ B = ±1 and ǫ C = ±1 (+1 corresponding to an element in q and −1 corresponding to an element in u(n)), a straightforward computation gives 
. Hence the image of N J − 0 is p ⊕ q and the corresponding fundamental vector fields at t 0 give the whole tangent space T t 0 T .
